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This platform was conceptualized and written on Treaty Six territory, land that has been

stolen from the Cree, Dene, Blackfoot, Saulteaux, Nakota Sioux, and Métis nations. These

nations and their peoples have lived here since time immemorial. While I am a settler, I am

also a Treaty Person, with a deep relationship to the land. I know that I must work every day

to learn what being a treaty person means for me. I also recognize the role that the

University and the Students’ Union play as colonial institutions in the ongoing process of

colonization and rampant colonial violence, and the role I play in decolonizing these

institutions and systems. 

 

As my platform is based in climate justice, I recognize that climate justice, sustainability, and

many other topics discussed in my platform are rooted in Indigenous knowledge and ways

of living which have existed for centuries. The history of decolonial resistance is the history

of resistance against climate degradation. 

 

Moreover, I would like to acknowledge that while this recognition is important, it is

meaningless without action. That is why I have made it a primary goal to fight for Indigenous

rights on this campus, and why I believe that we must fight for climate action, as

reconciliation will never be achieved as long as we destroy this earth. So far most of the

work towards reconciliation has been led and done by Indigenous students on this campus,

and it is time that the Students’ Union executive change this. 

 

Finally, I know that the term ‘reconciliation’ itself has in recent times been highly contested,

and for good reason. When I use the term reconciliation, I  refer to the commitments I am

making: to build meaningful relationships with Indigenous students, student groups, the

Aboriginal Students’ Council, and with the different nations that our students come from. It is

also a continuing commitment to learn what being a Treaty Person means to me, to not be

performative, and to not place the workload on Indigenous students while claiming the

credit. I want to practice reconciliation that will work for true meaningful change in ways that

Indigenous students want and need. Because we are Treaty People, this is not an

“Indigenous  issue” alone. Resisting colonial violence is all our responsibilities, and I will

commit, work, and fight for decolonization every step of the way.

Land Acknowledgment
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I am a third year Arts student from Canmore, double majoring in Women and Gender

Studies and Political Science. I am currently an Arts Councillor in the Students’ Union,

where I sit on the Finance and Bylaw Committees. I am also on the Student Refugee

Program Board. I have also been helping to spearhead the Students Not Silent Campaign.

I’ve spent my time on Council pushing for radical action on the issues that matter most to

students, and to me. 

 

In my term, I led the creation of the Sustainability Committee, which I now chair. My vision

with the creation of this committee was to create a committee that could evaluate the

practices of the Students Union and create suggestions for how it could improve its

practices surrounding social, economic, and environmental sustainability and move towards

climate justice. This committee is now working towards the completion of these goals.

  

In my time on campus, I have served on the executives of various student groups, including

the University of Alberta Debate Society and the Internationally Genetically Engineered

Machines Competition (iGEM). Currently, I also volunteer on the Sustain SU Leadership

Team, organize with Climate Justice Edmonton, and work as an intern for the UofA’s

Sustainability Council. While I’ve represented Arts students for the last year, my

experiences set me apart as one of the most interdisciplinary VPSL candidates in years.

 

I am running for the VPSL position because as a student who has been organizing,

volunteering, and working to solve the biggest issues affecting UofA students for the past

three years, I know that students deserve more from their SU. As VPSL, I will use my

passion and experience to fight for student justice, leaving no one behind. Fighting for

student justice means fighting for what students need and deserve.

About Me
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 Over the last year, we’ve seen a radical shift in the conversations students are having on

campus. We’re scared. We are being forced to live through rampant cuts to post-secondary,

all while the threat of climate change looms over us. Our futures are being jeopardized, our

opportunities are being limited, and our education is being threatened. This is what makes

the climate crisis a student issue. The Students’ Union must put forward a bold vision for

tackling these issues. I stand firmly in that vision, and will push for climate justice by working

towards student justice.

 

How this fits into the VPSL role
The Vice President Student Life must coordinate and advocate for efforts on non-academic

issues that are affecting students. Students have clearly demonstrated that climate change

is an issue that affects them and is one that they care about. This is why it is the role of the

VPSL to advocate for climate justice. With everything we do, from the way that we live, to

the opportunities we are provided with, and the institutions that we depend on, we have a

choice to make: whether or not we will center ourselves in sustainability and climate justice.

It is my role as the VPSL to ensure that the SU helps students tackle the largest issues that

our communities are dealing with by committing the SU to more. We can help fight climate

change by embracing radical climate justice and pushing the university to do the same. It is

also my job to ensure that students are empowered to live more sustainable lives.

 

This platform is not only about climate justice. 
As VPSL I will work to address the systemic everyday issues that affect students on

campus, such as residency rates, low quality food on campus, the high cost of the U-Pass,

and barriers that affect students who parent, with the added lense of climate justice, bringing

a holistic approach to every issue. This is what I call student justice. This is your SU, and my

ultimate promise is to make sure that this SU fights back against what feel like existential

threats, while still addressing the issues that affect you on a daily basis. 

 

This platform outlines a bold plan that leaves no one behind.

The Role of Climate Justice in the Portfolio
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From record size wildfires, to increased flooding across Canada we are seeing the impacts

of climate change here and around the world. Many of us have begun to reconsider our

daily habits and started living sustainably. While individual choices can lead to geener lives,

the path to curb climate change comes from collective initiatives focused on climate justice.

I have been asked by students time and time again how I, as a member of the executive,

can make it easier for students to live more sustainably. This section of my platform speaks

directly to this issue, because no matter how large or small, our actions matter when it

comes to working against climate change and towards climate justice. We must take action

to stop climate change.

What’s the issue?
In February, the Students’ Union Council
voted to officially support fare-free transit in
Edmonton. It demonstrated a shift in our
advocacy, noting that students make a large
percentage of routine transit riders, and that
we are overwhelmingly impacted by
insufficiencies in the system. A better transit
network in Edmonton is a climate solution.
While students currently pay reduced fares
through the U-Pass, they are still too high,
and the U-Pass is not available to most
students during spring and summer when
many of us are not taking classes, and after
graduation. 
 
Students should not have to pay $700 a year
to take transit, and they should not have to
face $250 fines if they forget their U-Pass.
Having increased access to these services
increases the likelihood that individuals will
use public transit, decreasing emissions,
while pressuring the city to improve its
services.

What’s the solution? 
This portfolio, as well as the VP Operations

and Finance, receive seats on the U-Pass

Advisory Committee. While the Students’

Union already supports fare-free transit, when

renegotiations open in 2021, I will make its

implementation an advocacy priority. 

 

This is a winnable request in the city, and

even if we do not succeed, we will have set

the ground for stronger advocacy heading

into the 2021 municipal elections. We can put

pressure on student-centred demands, so if

we don’t win fare-free transit, we can more

easily win lower U-Pass costs, as well as

extended access during Spring and Summer.

 

The ultimate goal is free transit, but at the

very least we will work towards and demand

decreased rates that are comparable to the

low-income tax bracket, and the expansion of

the U-Pass into spring and summer even if

we are not taking classes.

Fighting for a Sustainable Future, Together

1

Championing Free Transit
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Leading a Waste-Free SU
 
What’s the issue?
Collectively, the Students’ Union creates large
amounts of waste, in our programming,
services, and events. Committing to change
means committing to a Zero Waste SU.  We
can incorporate these practices into our
events, especially events like WOW. We can
be environmentally sustainable while allowing
students to have fun and enjoy events.
 
What’s the solution?
Around the world, new standards are being
set for large events, programs, and services
to be zero waste. The Banff Marathon, where
I was the Chair of Sustainability, is one of
these. With thousands of attendees, this
event is now 100% waste free. We can
achieve this with our events, programming,
and services. This process is simple: work to
divert waste from the planning phase, with
waste diversion during and after the event.

“Free transit sounds especially appealing
and even democratic today, as the
climate crisis grows more urgent.

(Automobiles are responsible for the
majority of carbon emissions in the

transportation sector, which make up 29
percent of all US emissions.) Activists are
positioning public transit as the panacea

to reduce carbon output and car
congestion, and systems can

theoretically be more equitable and
efficient without fares"

Revolutionizing Food Access on
Campus
 
What’s the issue? 
The University of Alberta currently contracts

the majority of its food services with Aramark,

whose purpose is not to serve students, but

rather to make large, unethical profits.

Students deserve better than to give money

to unethical companies that provide us with

subpar food options. We deserve access to

good food that is low carbon, that is produced

by local farmers and workers who are paid

and treated properly, that is produced with as

little harm to the environment as possible, and

is affordable on a student budget.

As VPSL I will work within the SU to create an
event waste diversion plan to implement
radical waste diversion for the SU.
 
This will become integral to SU events
regardless of size, ensuring that  they are
100% waste-free, from planning to clean up.
Once we succeed in this, it will also become
much easier to push the University to match
our achievements.

2

“When considering the value of their meal

plan in the context of the Lister Cafeteria,

students have an overwhelmingly negative

response”
3
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Aramark and the University have imposed a
mandatory meal plan for residents that is
expensive and leaves students without the
opportunity to access the food they need. In
the 2019 Lister Meal Plan Satisfaction survey
it was found that the majority of students
found “that the quality of food in the Lister
Cafeteria has remained execrable [extremely
bad or unpleasant] under the new meal plan.”
 
What's the solution?
In 2012, Concordia University launched the
Concordia Food Coalition. Facing similar
issues as we do, they utilized a community-
based approach to make food available for
students that met their needs, and
democratized food on campus. Their goal,
one I hope to accomplish here, is simple:
 
“The Concordia Food Coalition (CFC) is
concerned about the economic, ecological,
and social implications of the food system at
Concordia University. The CFC brings
together students, faculty and staff to promote
and facilitate a transition to a more
sustainable food system in collaboration with
organizations at Concordia and beyond.”
 
I want to begin the work to implement what is
being done at Concordia. The main goals the
group will work towards is having food on
campus that is sustainable economically,
environmentally, and socially, while remaining
high quality, nutritious, and affordable. Since
a Food Coalition would serve as a student-
focused approach to meal plans, the second
goal is to build a campaign against forced
mandatory meal plans by residence
administration.

Dans, Enrique. “Is Free Public Transport In
Cities The Way Forward?” Forbes. Forbes
Magazine, September 15, 2019.
Nguyen, Terry. “One U.S. City Is Making
Its Bus System Free. Will Others Follow
Suit?” Vox, Vox, 17 Dec. 2019
Lister Meal Plan Satisfaction, pg. 6.

1.

2.

3.
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Fighting for Indigenous Students on Campus

My main aim with this section of my platform is to draw attention to the main Aboriginal
Relations and Reconciliation Committee recommendations that I would like to fulfill. The
goal, if possible, is to work towards the completion of all of the ARRC recommendations.

 
The ARRC mission statement states “Our mission is to empower and amplify First Nations,
Métis, and Inuit voices to positively impact the lives of all students.” As VPSL I will make this
mission statement a key goal in my role.This requires a constant commitment to Indigenous

communities, that we must implement in all our work.

4

Creating Aboriginal Awareness
Week
 

What’s the Recommendation?
“The Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation

Committee calls on the Students’ Union to

collaboratively host an Aboriginal Awareness

Week, modeled after the event at the

University of Calgary. The focus of such an

event should be bringing students together to

learn more about Aboriginal Peoples in

Canada.” 

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL, I will work with the Aboriginal

Students Council, Indigenous students-at-

large, and Indigenous communities in the

surrounding area to create Aboriginal

Awareness Week, modeled after the one at

the University of Calgary. I will also work

collaboratively with my counterpart at UofC to

plan this event, sparking interuniversity

collaboration.

Incorporating Indigenous
Programming Into all SU Events
 

What’s the Recommendation?
“The Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation

Committee calls on the Students’ Union to

incorporate Aboriginal programming into the

Week of Welcome. Specifically, the Committee

calls on the Students’ Union to direct its WOW

talent agent to include local Aboriginal

musicians and performers in its line-up.”

 

While hosting events that are solely focused on

Indigenous issues, awareness, and

relationship-building such as Aboriginal

Awareness Week is important, so is

incorporating Indigenous programming into all

events on campus. All events need to be

inclusive of Indigenous peoples and cultures,

helping increase student knowledge.

 

1

2
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What’s the solution?
As VPSL, I will work with Aboriginal Students

Council and Indigenous students-at-large to

integrate Indigenous programming in an

accessible and interactive way into all SU

events, particularly WOW. 

 

Moreover, I will advocate for the University to

provide programming that focuses on

meaningfully educating new students about

Indigenous students and works to break down

misconceptions and stereotypes about

Indigenous peoples during Basecamp, New

Student Orientation, and Eastern Ascent.  

 

Finally, as recommended by ARRC, I will

assure a meaningful Students’ Union

presence at TAWOW while providing

resources that enable Indigenous students to

get involved with governance at the SU.

 

 

Showcasing Indigenous Art in SUB 
 

What’s the Recommendation? 
“The [ARRC] Committee calls on the

Students’ Union to hire artists to erect a mural

within the Students’ Union Building that

depicts the Treaty-making process and

relationship.” 

 

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL, I will work to commission the

creation of a large-scale mural in SUB. I

believe that this mural should be placed in a

highly visible and large space. I will advocate

for the University to help provide the funding

for this mural as they did with HUB. If they do

not, I will provide the funding out of the VPSL

budget.

To increase the physical representation of

Indigenous students on campus, I will

ensure that a Treaty 6 and a Métis flag are

hung in SUB along with the other flags.

Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Committee Recommendations, pg. 30.
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Committee Recommendations, pg. 25.
Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Committee Recommendations, pg. 28.

1.

2.

3.

3
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41% of student parents surveyed reporting that campus is not child-friendly. Among the

biggest concerns of students who parent was a lack of access to affordable child care on

campus, with 66% of students who parent saying that this is a service that should be

provided, and the majority citing numerous reasons as to why child care is currently

challenging for them. Students who parent also reported struggling with a lack of family

space on campus, and a lack of programming for students who parent.

 

This part of my platform was developed with students who parent, particularly Anna

Rosendahl, the President of Student Parents on Campus. This community has been

severely neglected and deserves more services.

“When asked what supports

parents currently access on

campus [the] majority of responses

said nothing/do not know of any”

Increasing Childcare Options on
Campus
 

What’s the issue?
A common concern from students who parent

is the lack of child care on campus. Students

struggle with the cost of daycare, long wait

lists, and availability. Most daycares often

close before night classes start, are not open

on weekends, and do not provide enough

drop-in or emergency care, something that

51% of students who parent surveyed say

they need access to. These issues with child

care have led to 66% of students who parent

surveyed saying that they need “Affordable,

accessible, flexible on-campus childcare/pre-

school/after school care (at night, while at the

gym, during kid’s PD days/spring breaks)”. 

“I am constantly making sacrifices

in the care of my children or to my

studies.”

What’s the solution?
The Family Lounge Project 

The Family Lounge Project has been

developed by the Student Parents on

Campus group over the past year. This

project aims to rectify the fact that the “U of A

is not a very family-friendly place”, with the

creation of a multi-purpose family room. This

space will help students who parent by

providing a space that is just for students who

parent and their families, and providing a

space in which they can help meet their own

needs.

Fighting for Student Parents

The lack of accessible child care provided on

campus is one of the largest barriers to

students who parent. Without proper,

accessible, and affordable daycare, they can't

take night classes, attend university events,

or have time to study, impacting not only their

academic success but their ability to

participate in student life.
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The Student Parents on Campus, their

members, and other students they have

worked with have committed to making the

Family Lounge a space that is run through

their volunteer hours and dedication to

helping each other. They plan to set up a

room with required materials (such as toys,

furniture, study spaces), and organize

volunteer shifts so one parent can care for the

kids as the other studies, takes an exam, or

goes to work. They envision that this space

will help provide a safe place where parents

can breastfeed, store their milk, feed their

children, study, and much more. 

 

As VPSL, I will fulfill student parent requests

and help with the creation of The Family

Lounge. I will ensure that the space needed

for this lounge is acquired and help ensure

that this project is sustainable. The goal is to

establish a partnership where the SU

administers the Family Lounge, so that it

continues in years to come.

 

Five-Year Plan for Subsidized Day Care
While we currently have no clear plan, we

know that the ultimate goal for student

parents is accessible daycare on campus.

This is why as VPSL, I will work to develop a

comprehensive five-year plan to develop a

daycare that is run by the SU, is subsidized,

and meets the complex needs of students

who parents.

“I'm just shocked that a big

university like Alberta does not

have even a single family room!”

Increasing Programing for Students
Who Parent
 

What’s the issue?
For students who are parents, a common

concern is on programing surrounding them,

as well as family-friendly social events. While

the University has started this process, more

work must be done by the SU to create

programming and events that serve these

students, so they can build community in a

space they and their families can feel at

home.

 

What's the solution?
I will work with SU staff to ensure that all

appropriate events and services are family-

and baby-friendly. Most already are, so the

work that needs to be done  is informing

students of options. Moreover, the creation of

the Family Lounge, and eventually the

subsidized child care space, will allow for

students to have child care while they attend

student events on campus, improving their

ability to attend events already being hosted.

“I am able to spend very little time on

campus, apart from attending classes

as I worry about getting back home to

my baby. If there were child care

facilities on campus I could check on

my baby periodically while also

participating in extracurricular campus

activities and events”

All quotes in this section from the Student
Parent Survey Results
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Protecting and Improving our Mental
Health Services
 
What’s the issue?
Mental health is an issue that must always be

dealt with by the VPSL as a bare minimum of

the role as it is an issue to remain’s and issue

with problems that remain relatively static,

moreover the solutions presented tend to be

similar, as the issues remain the same and

proposed solutions are often not achieved. 

 

As VPSL, I will try and take new approaches

which advocate to address cost of access,

lack of resources, and lack of long-term care.

I also focus on addressing the root reasons

for why people experience mental health

crises. By dealing with assault-based trauma,

climate-based anxiety, poor food options, or

from rising costs in tuition and residence.

Tackling these issues means we are

addressing the root causes of poor mental

health among students. The solution, as I

propose, is just as much about preventative,

holistic measures, as it is about reactive

advocacy.

 

Our most important issue however is

protecting our funding. The Alberta

government is currently reevaluating and may

be cutting the mental health grant that is

given to the University of Alberta to run

Counseling and Clinical Services. The worst

case scenario would mean a million dollar

loss in funding. The total or even partial loss

of funding would weaken our services,

providing more challenges for students.

What's the solution?
As with many of the cuts we are currently

predicting, this loss will not be solved through

traditional advocacy alone. The current

situation means we must prepare to mobilize

students and fight cuts to post-secondary

education. If this important mental health

funding continues to be challenged or lost

during my term, I will use my experience as

an organizer to mobilize students and

demonstrate the importance of this funding to

the government. 

 

I will also work with the University and Vice

President External to secure sustainable

funding for these services. As has been

shown in past announcements for mental

health funding, it’s possible that we will see

diversion of funds to online mediums. We

need to keep these funds where students

need them most, and I am ready to fight for

students on this issue.

 

Improving the Counselling and Clinical

Services
 

What’s the issue?
As the cost of attending University rises in

upcoming years, it only makes sense that

students’ anxieties, stress, and general

mental health needs will increase. Our

advocacy must shift to addressing logistical

issues that exist within Counseling and

Clinical Services (CCS)

Fighting for Student Wellness
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The first issue lies in how appointments are

booked. The process is confusing, since

students only get to book three days in

advance. For students who are not in crisis,

this only serves to discourage further use.

This issue exists because there are not

enough councillors at the University and

because there are not enough time slots for

student care. Worse, when students finally

access a professional, CCS offers little long-

term care options.

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL, I will advocate to extend clinic

hours. While operating hours extend to

7:00pm on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, the

goal would be to see additional hours either

on these days, or on weekdays where the

clinic closes at 4:30pm. While this may seem

like a minor change, throughout the year it

could lead to hundreds more students getting

appointments. 

 

With additional hours, I will work with the

University to streamline the booking process,

making it easier for students to access the

resources they need, as well as advocate for

the creation of a system that allows students

to book the same day they attend the

appointment, as is currently done at the

University Health Centre.

 

Last, I will advocate for the development of a

plan to better support and hire more

councilors so that there can be consistent,

long term care provided on campus.

Mental Health in Residence

 
What’s the solution?
The approach to dealing with mental health in

residence must also be a holistic one. This

means that we must address the issues that

are affecting students inside and outside of

residence to prevent mental health concerns

from developing. 
 
Expanding mental health resources
provided in residence. As VPSL I would like

to strengthen the Peer Support Center with

more funding, and advocate for the

development of a pilot program to provide the

peer support centers services in residences.

This will help provide access to mental health

services in the residences so that students

can access support when needed. 
 
Advocating against evictions following
self harming and suicide attempts. As it

stands the University has a policy of evicting

or moving students when they attempt to self

harm or attempt suicide. As VPSL I will

advocate for this policy to be eliminated in

favour of developing a support framework that

aims to help students who self harm.

 

Removing Upfront Costs for IUDs
 

What’s the issue?
Birth control is a medication which many

people use to prevent pregnancy, and to help

with various health conditions. While our

coverage through Student Care covers 80%

of birth control prescriptions, it can still be

cost prohibitive, particularly for more

expensive forms of birth control such as the

IUD (Intrauterine Device), which costs

approximately 80 dollars. 
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This barrier is especially important for our age

group, given that many students are gaining

access to higher resources around their

bodies and sexualities for the first time.

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL I will work with Student Care to

make IUDs 100% free, eliminating the cost

barriers for students. Cost-prohibitive birth

control is not accessible birth control, and we

have the opportunity to make a large

difference in the long-term care plans of

students for a low cost

 

Hiring of a Sexual Assault
Coordinator
 
What’s the issue?
In 2016 the University of Alberta published a

Review of the University of Alberta’s

Response to Sexual Assault. In that review,

one of their primary suggestions was the

creation of a Sexual Assault Prevention and

Response Coordinator. This person's duties

are extensive and are essentially responsible

for ensuring that sexual assault is prevented

on the UofA campus. Despite continued

advocacy from the SU, success on this point

has proven difficult.

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL I will make it one of my key goals to

have this position filled by the end of my term.

To accomplish this goal we must change how

we have done advocacy in the past, and work

to do both extensive internal and external

advocacy towards the university so they are

pressured to hire this individual.

I will do this by working with the rest of the

executive to make it one of our key goals, and

work together to ensure that we all advocate

for it at every level.

 

This position is crucial for the prevention and

response to sexual assault on campus.

Without this staff, these remain unaddressed.

Our students have the right to be protected

from sexual assault and demand that the

university hire this position. If this individual is

not hired by the end of the Fall term, I intend

to organize direct actions to demand that this

position be filled. 

 

If the University continues to refuse to hire a

coordinator by the end of my term, I will

explore the option of the Students’ Union

hiring for this position ourselves. No matter

what, students will get a Sexual Assault

Coordinator.
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Fighting for Students in Residence

Advocating for Lower Residence
Costs
 

What’s the issue?
The cost of living in residence is rising every

year while problems such as deferred

maintenance go unaddressed and

programing is cut. This is because the

University of Alberta continues to build new

and expensive residences that have costly

mortgages that they cannot afford without

filling residences completely. The cost of

these mortgages are then displaced onto

students, so residents pay for the University’s

mortgages in high-vacancy buildings, while

seeing no rise in service or space quality, in

fact the quality is decreasing. This is why

University residences have high rent costs

and low quality --even unacceptable-- living

spaces.

 

What’s the solution?
As VPSL I will work to advocate for the

University to focus on filling rooms by

decreasing residency rates and providing

high quality services, that make living in

Residence worth it. Pushing for this solution

leads to better residences than the current

model, where the University recoups

expenses through high costs, creating near-

empty floors with limited services. Students

want higher occupancy floors, where costs

can be lowered, and where we can

experience a vibrant sense of community and

resources.

I will also work to bolster Residence

Associations, as they are best able to

understand residents’ needs and advocate

against cost increases. I will support them by

providing election and transition support,

funding support for their initiatives, and

working together to organize against

increases to the cost of residence. Moreover,

we must work to ensure that the res

community remains strong  so students can

rally around these issues and fight for

change. 

 

While the cost of residence is increasing, the

quality of services are not. I will advocate for

the University to offer more and better

programming.If they are unable to do so I will

explore ways in which the SU can fill these

gaps and provide high quality programming,

either by supporting Residence Associations,

or by providing it directly from the Students'

Union.

 

Sexual Assault Prevention in
Residence
 

What's the issue? 
Sexual assault is an ongoing issue on

campuses across Canada, including ours.

The 2018 Sexual Violence Report found that

“41% of sexual assaults were reported by

students and, of these incidents, 90% were

committed against women.
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Similarly, a study done in 2001 found that 1 in

5 students at the University of Alberta had an

unwanted sexual experience at some point in

their lives.” These findings echo what was

found in the 2016 Review of the University of

Alberta's Response to Sexual Assault report.

Both these reports focused on residence,

finding that the majority of these sexual

assaults occur in people’s first year,

perpetrators are often known to the victim,

and many of these assaults take place while

the perpetrator or victim is under the influence

of alcohol or other substances. This makes

residence a key part of addressing sexual

assault on campus.

 

What’s the solution?
To prevent sexual assault in residency and

respond effectively to survivors, as VPSL I will

work with Residence Services to make three

large changes to how sexual assault is

addressed in residence. My priorities are

prevention, response, and healing.

 

These changes will be centered in restorative

practices, which are defined in the 2019

Restorative Initiatives for Sexual Violence

Proposal as “[a] collaborative approach to

addressing harm, involving a trained

facilitator, the people with a legitimate stake in

the situation, and a focus on accountability

and repairing the harm. These principles give

rise to a wide range of potential processes,

which can be designed to meet the needs of

those harmed.”

1

2

Prevention: Expanding the Sexual Assault

Prevention Training Given to Residents 

 

To prevent sexual assault in residency,

residents must be educated about what

sexual assault is and how to prevent it. As the

2016 report on sexual assault suggests, this

training must focus on what consent looks like

and bystander intervention. While this training

exists, it must be expanded and improved

upon. 

 

As VPSL, I will work with residency services

to expand and strengthen this training for all

residents, to ensure that it reaches as many

residents as possible and has the most

impact. The first way I will do this is by

developing more comprehensive in-person

sexual assault prevention training, as

provided at Queens University. I will aim to

see the development of  bystander

intervention training.I will also advocate for

the development of comprehensive online

training for residents that focuses on

interventions and available support.  I will also

lead in the development of an awareness

campaign surrounding revention.

 

Response: Ensure that Residency Assistants

[RAs] have proper training

 

Because RAs are often expected to take first

response, they play a crucial role in

responding to and addressing sexual assault.

However, the training RAs receive about

sexual assault is not extensive enough to

provide them with all the tools they need to

adequately respond.
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Survivors need and deserve better support

from first responders, which is why I will

advocate for RAs to receive First Responder

to Sexual Assault and Abuse Training from

Residence Services. This training is much

more expansive, and by providing them with

the proper training, we can ensure that

surviors of sexual assault receive the support

they need. If Residence Services does not

want to provide this training, the SU will

provide this training and make it mandatory

for all RAs to attend.

 

Healing: Restorative Process for

Communities Following Sexual Assault

 

Since sexual assault in residency is often

committed by individuals within the

community, survivors may be forced to live

with, or near, those who assaulted them. This

means that sexual assaults and their

disclosure can tear communities apart, re-

traumatizing or causing further harm to the

survivor. As the 2016 Sexual Assault Report

suggests, this means there is a need for the

development of a restorative process that

uses Restorative Practices to address sexual

violence within the community. The 2019

Restorative Initiatives for Sexual Violence

Proposal aimed to do this, but its

recommendations must be implemented.

 

As VPSL, I will advocate for and work with

Residence Services to enhance and improve

the plan that is currently in place for

Restorative Processes to ensure that those

involved in this restorative process have the

correct training, and set up methods for

evaluation to ensure that this process is

positively affecting students.

“Sexual violence does not happen in a

vacuum. By actively involving the community,

[restorative justice] makes it possible to

identify any systemic, structural, or

environmental factors that encourage or

contribute to negative behaviour”

Rez Fest
 

What’s the issue? 
Last year Rez Fest was planned, but had to

be canceled due to unforeseen

circumstances. This programming is

important however as it provides an

opportunity for residents to have fun and get

to know each other, helping to build

community with in residency which has

numerous positive impacts as it helps to

improve residents mental health, find

community, and get involved on campus.

  

What's the solution? 
As VPSL, I will work to make Rez Fest 2020

happen. The funding and interest already

exist. I will accomplish this goal by creating a

planning committee of Presidents and VPs of

Residence associations, who I will seek to

make financial partners in the project.

3

Review of the University of Alberta's to

Sexual Assault

2019 Restorative Initiatives for Sexual

Violence Proposal, pg. 7.

2018 Sexual Violence Report

1.

2.

3.
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